Bare knuckle wiring diagram

We keep a full range of installation components in stock, including custom spec pots and
capacitors, tailored to work perfectly with our handwound coils. Get the very best out of your
shiny new pickup set! Boot Camp is a focused range of handwound pickups, covering
humbuckers, Strats, Teles and P90s that strips away the custom options to cut straight to the
tone. All wound and built in our UK workshop. Bare Knuckle Pickups is a privately owned
business based in the South West of England, UK, specialising in hand-wound electric guitar
pickups. Traditional skills and uncompromising values form the basis of a hard-working and
forward-thinking company Log in Sign up Email us today! Silo Rabea Massaad - Toska Find out
more. Visit our accessories shop Everything that you need for a perfect installation We keep a
full range of installation components in stock, including custom spec pots and capacitors,
tailored to work perfectly with our handwound coils. Boot Camp - Our most accessible range yet
Boot Camp is a focused range of handwound pickups, covering humbuckers, Strats, Teles and
P90s that strips away the custom options to cut straight to the tone. All wound and built in our
UK workshop Continue Reading. Continue Reading. Posted by TimmyB 7th January Pickup
Tattoos Give your new humbucker set a completely individual look with our custom etching
service. Her's some tips on how to install Bare Knuckles into this type of setup. Posted by
Timmy B 13th July Using a Multimeter Knowing how to use a multimeter to check your coils is a
great skill to have and can really help you to diagnose an issue with your guitar. Posted by
Timmy B 1st July Tech Tips: 50's wiring 50's wiring for Les Paul type guitars is a very popular
setup, but what is it and how does it differ from modern wiring? Trade and Retail Sales sales
bareknucklepickups. Warranty and Technical tech. Website Related Issues web
bareknucklepickups. All other enquiries info bareknucklepickups. Advice, answers, contact
details or support information can all be found here. Zinc-plated steel baseplates for Strat coils
add more bottom end definition, clarity and power to the coil. They work on the same principle
as a Tele bridge baseplate, with tapped mounting holes so height adjustment screws thread
directly into the baseplate, ensuring it will never fall off. The baseplates are wax potted with the
coil to prevent microphonic feedback. Whilst it is most common to fit one to the bridge coil
only, the zinc-plated steel baseplates work well on middle and neck coils too. Scatterwinding by
hand can be time consuming but it has many advantages over conventional machine winding,
not least a far superior sound. When a coil is scatterwound, the wire isn't as close or even, layer
on layer, as with a machine and this lowers the distributed capacitance that exists between the
turns of the wire. Lower capacitance allows more top end, the resonant peak increases slightly
and the pickup has a flatter frequency response across its range. The result is a clearer, more
open sound that has the impression of being louder purely by the amount of extra detail and
dynamics present that scatterwinding has created. A humbucker consists of two coils usually
wound in the same direction, however the electrical path to ground travels in opposing
directions in each coil and the magnetic polarity is reversed. Yes, our pickups can be used
alongside the majority of other manufacturer's pickups, although it is always wise to check the
polarity and wind direction, especially in the case of single coils, as occasionally the polarity or
wind direction may be different. It is always best to get a coil wound correctly and the right
magnetic polarity from the outset so if you are in any doubt please contact us and we'll make
sure you get the correct information to make an informed choice. All Bare Knuckle humbuckers
are available in 50mm Gibson and 53mm Fender spacing. Single coils are 52mm spaced as
standard. Pole spacing relates to the distance from the centre of the first pole screw to the
centre of the sixth. Adjusting the height of a pickup is essential to obtain the best sound and
volume balance with the other pickups on the guitar. More volume and power are present closer
to the strings; the pickup will sound clearer further away but it will have less output. Start by
adjusting the bridge pickup close to the strings whilst barring across the strings at the highest
fret of the guitar. Adjust the pickup away from the strings until no overtones or false harmonics
are heard and the best balance of power and clarity is achieved. Once the bridge pickup is
adjusted for maximum performance the other pickups on the guitar can be adjusted by ear to
gain optimum volume balance. If you follow our wiring schematics then pickup installation is
quite straightforward, as long as you work carefully and methodically. Always use a soldering
iron of at least 25 watts and make sure it is at full temperature before starting. Check all
surfaces that require soldering are clean and free of grease before separately tinning all wires
and surfaces to be connected with hot solder. If you have any doubts or have never installed a
pickup, get a reputable guitar technician to do the job for you. As always, if you have any
questions at all then contact us and we'll help as much as we can. Bare Knuckle humbucker
designs feature both symmetrical and asymmetrical coils. Traditionally the screw coil goes
nearest the bridge and nearest the neck respectively, but feel free to experiment for optimum
tone. Do drop us a message if you get stuck. The volume pot is typically K or K, the higher the
value the brighter the sound. Historically Gibson has always used K pots and Fender K pots but

it pays to experiment. Give us a shout if you get confused. To a certain extent each pickup will
be unique and have its own character, however this will always be within the boundaries of its
specification. For instance, no two Riff Raff humbuckers will be identical but they'll both have
the same number of winds, the same wire, the same magnet and therefore very similar overall
sound characteristics and performance. See also: What is Scatterwinding? By adding a
separate ground-wire to the Tele neck cover it is possible to wire a Tele set to a 4 way switch,
which will give the additional option of both bridge and neck in 'series' as opposed to the
standard 'parallel' mid setting. Bridge 2. Bridge and neck in parallel 3. Neck 4. Bridge and neck
in series. Braided 2 conductor has a single internal conductor and the braided jacket is
effectively the other conductor and used as ground. The very first humbuckers from the '50s
were not wax potted and the practice of immersing coils in wax to prevent microphonic
squealing didn't become common place with humbuckers until later in the '70s and '80s single
coils have always been wax potted. Unpotted coils have a very dynamic and touch sensitive feel
with a brighter edge, which is well suited to low-gain playing, while potted coils are much more
practical for any playing style where high amounts of preamp gain and loud volume are used.
See also: What is Wax Potting? Occasionally, there are destinations that have particular issues
with the security or speed of regular mail, so we do from time to time insist on using DHL
courier delivery for those locations, which may carry an extra charge, based on the size and
weight of the order. The Alnico V magnet offers up a huge, deep bottom end with rich, throaty
mid range and warm highs. The ceramic magnet option adds more output, tightens the bass
response and smoothes the mid range slightly with a brighter cut in the high end. Bare Knuckle
Pickups accepts payments through a very secure gateway called "SagePay". This way all of
your card details are safe and encrypted properly. Because we use SagePay we do not use
PayPal. The Bare Knuckle warranty is for life to the original purchaser subject to returning the
registration form. The warranty is non-transferable and does not cover damage through misuse
or improper handling, normal wear to covers, installation charges or any form of modification or
repair undertaken by anyone other than Bare Knuckle Pickups Ltd. Standard spacing, usual
with fixed Gibson style bridges, is 50mm it's actually Wide or F Fender spacing is typical of
tremolo equipped guitars and is 53mm as per original Fender spacing. The majority of Gibson
guitars are standard spaced, although they have occasionally used a wide spaced bridge on
some SG and Flying Vee series. PRS, despite fitting standard spaced humbuckers as stock, are
actually wide spaced on their tremolo equipped guitars. Neck pickups are always standard
spacing. If in doubt, get the ruler out! A stock middle coil will have more mid-range on the
middle positions of the 5 way selector and not be hum-cancelling. You'll also notice marginally
more volume across the whole set of 3 coils. RWRP middle coil will hum-cancel in positions 2
and 4 of the 5 way selector, which is arguably more versatile than a stock middle coil and was
popularised by players like Mark Knopfler and Eric Johnson. We can also produce the earlier '54
stagger with low G pole on request. Flat magnet profile gives better string to string balance on
modern radius finger boards of 10" and flatter. At the end of the day it's a matter of preference
and what works best for the individual. Some players use a vintage stagger on very flat
fingerboard radii of 14" and love it! For standard series operation, solder the red to the pot tag,
the black to ground usually the back of the pot casing and solder the green and white together.
Put simply, yes. If you decide after buying a Bare Knuckle humbucker that you'd prefer four
conductor wiring, we can change it over for a charge subject to return of the pickup by
registered mail. If you purchased your pickup through a Bare Knuckle Main dealer then please
conduct your return through them. To avoid invalidating your warranty, we are happy to remove
covers for the original purchaser, free of labour charges. The customer must only pay the
shipping charges relevant to their location. Please contact us first before sending pickups to
our workshop, so that we can ensure that we have all of your contact details. For example, the
bridge and neck humbuckers are wound differently and often feature different magnets too. The
strings move much more over the neck pickup and generate more current, so neck pickups are
often wound to have a lower output in comparison to a bridge in order to achieve better clarity
and balance between the pair. The best way to think of a calibrated set is as a matched pair. In
practice it is used as a very general indicator of a pickup's power, with a higher DC reading
yielding more power and a darker sound. However, the gauge of the wire also has enormous
bearing on the sound; different wire with similar DC readings will not have the same power or
sound. As always, let your hands and ears be the judge. A higher resonant peak usually
indicates a brighter, more open sound within a certain type of pickup, i. See also: "What is a
pickup's impedance? A pickup's "impedance" is a measure of the resistance to the flow of AC
guitar signal. The magnetic polarity and the wind direction of the pickup is the opposite to the
other coils on the guitar. In fact, anywhere that hum-cancelling is required from 2 or more single
coils. See also: "What is polarity? When a coil has been wound it is immersed in a mixture of

paraffin and beeswax to solidify the coils and help guard against microphonic feedback. Our
contemporary coils are all wax-potted. See also "How We Make Them". Scatterwinding is the
process of guiding fine copper wire by hand in a random or scattered pattern around a bobbin
that is spun by a machine. True scatterwinding can only be done by hand and requires a degree
of skill to get the required tension to create consistent results. The HSS sets are voiced to a
balanced and versatile range of tones within a range of applications:. Bare Knuckle Pickups Ltd
has a warranty on all its pickups; we guarantee them to be free of component and
manufacturing defects for life to the original purchaser. We endeavour to answer all queries
within 24 hours. Log in Sign up Email us today! Home support. Support Advice, answers,
contact details or support information can all be found here. This value should not be blank.
Search string. Frequently Asked Questions. HSS Sets Information. All of our HSS sets use the
default options of 53mm pole. Warranty terms and conditions Bare Knuckle Pickups Ltd has a
warranty on all its pickups; we guarantee them to be free of component and manufacturing
defects for life to the original purchaser. Trade and retail sales sales bareknucklepickups.
Warranty and technical tech. Website related issues web bareknucklepickups. All other
enquiries info bareknucklepickups. Visit our contact page. Trade and Retail Sales sales
bareknucklepickups. Warranty and Technical tech. Website Related Issues web
bareknucklepickups. This post assumes you have some knowledge of wiring, have changed
your pickups before, and understand the terminology that we will use. If you are new to
changing pickups and wiring your guitar, we recommend checking out one of the many wiring
articles here at Humbucker Soup that provide step-by-step instructions for the beginner. Bare
Knuckle makes several models of single-coil pickups, including the Apache, the Sultans, and
the Mothers Milk. These pickups use a Hot white wire and a Ground black wire. The Fender
Telecaster uses single-coil pickups like the Fender Stratocaster, but wound slightly differently
to get that legendary twang sound. The bridge pickup typically uses a yellow wire for Hot and a
black wire for Ground, while the neck pickup keeps the black and white wires of standard
single-coils. P90s are the Gibson version of the single-coil pickup. Bare Knuckle uses a single
conductor lead and a braided metal shield. When installing these pickups, the colored wire is
the Hot, and the braided shield is the Ground. Humbucking pickups originally had the same
wiring scheme as P90s with a single lead conductor surrounded by a braided metal wire sleeve.
The inner colored wire is the Hot and the braided metal wire is the Ground. There are still many
vintage style humbuckers around, and you can choose to get almost any Bare Knuckle
humbucker with the braided wire scheme. When pickup manufacturers noticed that guitar
players liked to modify the humbucker in various ways, they started producing the four-wire
humbuckers. There are four wires because each coil has one wire at the beginning of the coil
and one wire at the end. The four wires mean you need to do the internal wiring yourself, but it
leaves open the option to wire them incorrectly, producing new and unexpected tones. All
brands are different, but Bare Knuckle uses the following wiring code:. Once you know the
wiring code, you can install them the same way you install single-coil pickups with the Hot and
Ground. With the four-wire humbucker installed correctly, we can show you the coil-splitting
modification. To add the coil-splitting modification, you need to convert one of your tone
controls into a push-pull pot. With the tone control converted, you only need to connect the
green and white wires to the switch part and add a short ground wire. In Example 7, we illustrate
what the coil-splitting modification would look like with the tone control converted in a Gibson
Les Paul style guitar. A Bare Knuckle installation is not difficult. Usually, the hardest part is
choosing which pickup to buy. Installing pickups is a great way to get to know your guitar and
to personalize your tone. If we have helped you to get your pickups working, please share this
Bare Knuckle Installation Guide on Facebook and Twitter. Username: Password:. Hi, I have a
question for you wiring experts. I got two Caparison Dellinger. Neck is not reversed wounded.
What do you think of this diagram, will it work? John Petrucci wiring explained: Thanks ;. Kiichi
Welterweight Posts: As long as you just exchange the colors of the wire acordingly and have
the correct switch, as this wiring does require a special 3 way after all, you should be home free.
I really enjoy JP's solution.. Right now that even is my favorite position on that guitar as it is
much more lively than the others, more BKP like if you will. Nice for cleans too. Can of course
be done with a push pull pot as well, which delivers 2 additional sounds as well, but I dig this
one cause it is so pragmaticly simple in a way I like normally I dig overcomplicated tonal
options. To bad that is my only HH guitar at the time, so the only one with that wiring. Oh one
thing about PU orientation though. Or to quote Felineguitars: "Usual orientation of humbuckers
is that bridge wire exits bottom right and neck one exits upper left. Just do the basic tap test
lightly tapping on the coils with a screwdriver to see if the correct ones are on in each position.
Ops, I noticed the neck thingy as well when I mounted the pickups. Code: [Select]. Quote from:
Kiichi on June 27, , PM. Quote from: apanboll on June 27, , PM. What you mean is that LiquiFire

or CrunchLab is flipped? That's why it's hum-canceling? Then my first diagram will work. I flip
the neck, the screw coils will be facing down. When splitting the coils I'll have South neck and
North bridge Are there big differens in sound when flipping the neck coils? SMF 2. The 59 Model
bridge pickup is a full sounding, versatile PAF style humbucker with an articulate treble attack,
full bottom end, and scooped midrange. The 59 bridge model is great for all types of rock and
blues. We designed these vintage style coils to Like going back to and buying an original PAF
Humbucker. One of the world's most popular classic rock and blues pickups. Neck Position Black. Warm and sweet vintage output neck humbucker for Blues and Rock. The Alnico 2 Pro
Humbucker uses the soft treble attack and low string pull of an alnico 2 bar magnet, combined
with a special vintage output coil wind to create a warm, sweet tone that is Extremely versatile
rock pickup with high power, raw tone. Great for everything from from classic Van Halen to
Alice in Chains. Same specifications as the Distortion bridge model humbucker but with wider
pole spacing for Fender and Floyd Rose tremolos. Created with Sketch. Toggle menu. Gift
Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Shop By Brand GuitarElectronics. Shop by Brand
GuitarElectronics. Quick view Details. Add to Cart. View Details. Seymour Duncan sku: SH5.
Seymour Duncan sku: SH Seymour Duncan sku: SH6B. Seymour Duncan sku: TB6. Seymour
Duncan sku: SH8B. Quick view. Compare Selected. Parts Kits. PMT Controls. Wiring Supplies.
Tags: bare knuckle ibanez wiring diagram. Messages: 9, Likes Received: 1, Was just wondering
if anyone has or could do me a wiring diagram for a set of BKP Warpigs with 1 volume, 1 tone
knob and a 5 way switch? Thanks very much! I couldn't find anything in the search. Daemoniac
, Sep 16, Messages: 2, Likes Received: Not knowing what options you want I'm just going to
throw a bunch of links at you. And one more for the color code: GuitarElectronics. Daemoniac
likes this. I'm pretty much just trying to recreate the same thing the stock Ibanez pickups had
going. Why didn't you say so? Oh fucking awesome! Thanks even more I can't re-rep you tho
Daemoniac , Sep 17, No problem, that's why I keep all this shit saved on my computer! There's a
few things about that diagram I think I should mention just in case. First, for some reason it lists
both pickups as the neck. Good job Ibanez. I'm pretty sure the bottom one is the bridge pickup
though. I can check tomorrow if you need me to. Also, the light blue color represents the white
wire if that wasn't obvious, and on the bottom pickup bridge I think the white and green get
soldered together and connect to the switch. A question about that diagram; the bottom "wire"
in each picture, is that the non-coated wire? I just checked and the bottom pickup is the bridge
pickup. Awesome as, thanks so much mate. I'll hopefully have these in this weekend. Did you
get the alnico or ceramic for the bridge pickup? We'll be waiting patiently for the picstory.
Ceramic It's going to be really interesting seeing how t
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hese go compared to the Blackouts. Ooh, I opted for alnico. I'm absolutely happy with it, but I
always get that little niggle in the back of my mind and wonder, "What if? Must not let gas
strike. Must not let GAS strike. Messages: 17, Likes Received: 4, Should have just asked me
dude, I would have sent you the link you needed. Anyways sounds like you found it though,
good luck dude. Oh shit! Zimbloth's uncanny ability to sense people's GAS weaknesses
prevails again! Hide me! Messages: 52 Likes Received: 0. I see differences in the red wire in the
neck pickup, but, would there really be a big difference? Which one would work better? I think
mine are not reversed, so I would just like to know the difference probably I'll go for lobee's
diagram Cheers! You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This
Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an
account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Search Media New Media.

